JASA 2-in-1 Pack™
JASA 2-in-1 Pack™ two products packed separately
in one pack.

JASA 2-in-1 Pack™
pack two products clean and separate at the same time

The JASA 2-in-1 Pack™ can pack two
products separately in one package in one
production run.
Supermarkets experience a growing consumer demand for
convenience products. The trend offers food producers,
processors and packers the opportunity to bring innovative
product concepts to the market.

compartment, for example, while the second compartment

The fruit and vegetable specialists at JASA Packaging Solutions

opportunities to meet the growing demand for ready-to-eat

developed an innovative package to meet this demand:

products.

the 2-in-1 Pack™. The patented and entirely automated
packaging solution packs different products cleanly in two
separate compartments in a single package, in one single
production run. Mixed salad, potatoes or crisps go in the main

offers room for sachets of dressing or herbs, a disposable
knife or fork or promotional items. An innovative and cost
efficient packaging concept that offers packers countless

LONGER SHELF LIFE BY PREVENTING
PRODUCTS BEING CONTAMINATED

TWO TO FIVE COMPARTMENTS
JASA Packaging Solutions thinks ahead. We continue to

As soon as different products are added in a package, bacterial

develop our patented 2-in-1 Pack™ further so that up to five

contamination or flavour, smell and colour transmission can

separate compartments can be formed, filled and sealed.

take place. This effect on each other is prevented by the 2-in-1

Fully-automated, in one production run, with optional

Pack™. The products are packed in bacteriologically separate

atmospheric gasses for shelf-life and compartments which

compartments. Different atmospheric gases can be added to

can be opened separately from each other for optimum user-

each compartment. An intelligent and compact total solution

friendliness. A remarkable, cost-reducing alternative for the

for a longer shelf life and the preservation of flavour, smell

rigid compartment tray. If you would like to know more, get

and colour.

in touch with one of our packaging specialists. They will be
happy to tell you more about the possibilities.

FAST, CLEAN AND CERTAIN
Both compartments of the 2-in-1 Pack™ are formed, filled
and sealed in one, fully automatic production run. As a
result: significant quick wins in production time, hygiene

EFFICIENT FOR EVERY SQUARE
FOOT

and cost control. Sachets, separate flavourings or savings
campaign items are packed cleanly and safely in the second

We work efficiently with production space at JASA. Just

compartment. This brings an end to packaging where glued

one compact JASA packaging machine is sufficient for

or taped-on sachets fall off or get lost in transport or on

the production of several complex packaging varieties.

supermarket shelves.

Interchangeable format sets mean that you can work
with the 2-in-1 Pack™ or flat-bottomed pouches and

DISTINCTIVE CONCEPT

pillow bags on a vertical form, fill and seal machine.
Productional flexibility and the optimum use of square
meters are guaranteed.

The consumers’ increasing demand for convenience
products challenges producers and packers to develop
innovative and distinctive product concepts. JASA’s
flexible 2-in-1 Pack™ offers you the opportunity to meet
consumer needs. Cost efficient and with optimum
userfriendliness. Pack mixed salad or potatoes, for example,
in the main compartment and sachets of dressing, herbs
or croutons in the second compartment. Main and
second compartments can be opened separately from
each other. it is also possible to add an optional easyopening
seal for extra convenience. This means that a
complete salad or potato dish can be on the dining table
in any household in no time.

JASA Packaging Solutions stands for innovation, quality and flexibility in
packaging technology. We specialize in developing and manufacturing vertical packaging
machines, sleevers and complete weighing and packaging lines. Producers and
packers of all kinds of food products around the globe trust our expertise,
for more than thirty years, 24/7.
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